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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are true about localizing an application?
A. Language codes use lowercase letters and region codes use
uppercase letters.
B. Language and region-specific programs are created using
localized data.
C. Support for new regional languages does not require
recompilation of the code.
D. Resource bundle files include data and currency information.
E. Textual elements (messages and GUI labels) are hard-coded in
the code.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/intl/

NEW QUESTION: 2
What does server-side Connect-Time Load Balancing do to
complement the client-side Connect-Time Load Balancing function
of balancing the connection requests to all the listeners in
the address list on the client side?
A. it balances the load for each service across all preferred
instances for that service, according to the service-specific
load-balancing requirements,
B. it balances the load for each service across all instances
for that service, according to the service-specific
load-balancing requirements,
C. it balances the load for each service across all available
instances for that service, according to service-specific
load-balancing requirements,
D. it balances the load for each service across all preferred
instances for that service, according to the global
load-balancing requirements.
E. it balances the load for each service across all preferred
instances for all services, according to the service-specific
load-balancing requirements,
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which seeded role needs to be associated with the supplier user
account so that a supplier can respond to the invited
negotiations?
A. Supplier Customer service representative
B. Supplier Self Service Administrator
C. Supplier Bidder
D. Supplier Contract Manager
E. Supplier Sales Representative
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
What must a modeler consider when modeling for drill-through
between multiple data sources?
A. Drill-through values must be consolidated.
B. Drill-through values must be cast.
C. Drill-through values must be identifiers.
D. Drill-through values must be conformed.
Answer: D
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